Mouse Tracks Neck Lace—by Katherine Misegades

Read the charts from bottom to top in the direction of the row arrows. After row 69 of Chart A and the sixth row from the bottom of Chart C, work a double ribbed channel as follows: divide sts between two needles, every-other st on one needle and the others (grey squares) on a second needle. Then work a 1 by 1 rib for 10 rows on each needle forming two separate pieces of fabric. Rejoin the sts by knitting one from front needle and one from back needle alternatingly. Charts A and C are the two ends of the neck lace. Charts A and C form the tails and may be lengthened by repeating the rows in the black-outlined boxes. Chart B is the center and may be repeated as many times as needed to obtain the desired length. The repeat is also outlined by a box.

CHART KEY:
- read right to left
- read left to right
- knit (k)
- ignore this space
- make one (m1)
- yarn over (yo)
- k 2 together (k2tog)
- k on even # rows, p on odd #
- p on even # rows, k on odd #
- sts on back set of needles
- k3tog
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